On graphic memory as a strategy for design history

The expression ‘memória gráfica’ (literally, ‘graphic memory’) has been used in Portuguese and Spanish-speaking countries in Latin America, more and more frequently, in the last years, in order to refer to a line of studies that intends to review the significance and value of visual artifacts, and in particular of printed ephemera, in the establishment of a sense of local identity through design.

This paper intends to review the contexts in which this expression has been used within the field of research on visual artifacts in Latin America, and to discuss the relationships between the concept of ‘graphic memory’ and those of ‘print culture,’ ‘visual culture,’ and ‘material culture,’ setting up a proposal of how it can be applied as an approach to the history of graphic design in non-hegemonic countries.

Introduction

If we look for the expression ‘graphic memory’ in Internet search engines like Google or even Google Scholar, most of the links found will be about computer devices or systems dedicated to the storage of data related to images. The same happens if we use the expression ‘memoire graphique,’ in French. If we use the expression ‘memoria grafica,’ however, we will find a significant number of links related to research on graphic design history and photographic archives, most of them in Portuguese or Spanish.

That reflects a trend, that can be traced back to the early 21st century, of using this expression to describe efforts to rescue or to re-evaluate visual artifacts, in particular printed ephemera, aiming at the recovery or the establishment of a sense of local identity. Such efforts are somehow related to the assumption that those artifacts would be examples of what Assmann (1995) describes as objectified cultural memory, concrete carriers of ‘mnemonic energy,’ able to store knowledge from which a group would derive “an awareness of its unity and peculiarity” (Assmann 1995: 130).

Although seminal contributions to the studies on the relationship between memory, history and culture date back to the early 20th century (Halbwachs 1925, 1950) and early...
1980's (Nora 1984), it is only in the late 1980's and 1990's, according to Sturken (2008), that the studies on memory emerged as a field of inquiry. Studies on memoria grafica, by their turn, are more numerous and consistent since 2008. In Brazil, this coincides with the start of a research project joining universities from São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and Pernambuco, and the launching of related a website, both named Memória Gráfica Brasileira (Brazilian graphic memory).

Graphic artifacts play an important role in everyday life, through our communication and exchange experiences and in our interactions with the urban landscape. Despite their importance for the constitution of a visual culture that contributes to the formulation of collective identities, studies on the configuration of such artifacts, in particular before the establishment of the academic and professional field of design, and specially in countries that imported design traditions from abroad, have been neglected for many decades. It is clear, therefore, that ‘graphic memory’ shares interests and methods with better-known fields of studies, such as visual culture, print culture and material culture, and those shared aspects will be used to guide the brief survey that follows. I will conclude with a reflection on how the studies on ‘graphic memory’ are helping in the construction of local histories of design in Latin America.

1. Graphic memory and visual culture

An important number of studies described by their authors as memoria grafica are collections of images, accompanied by some kind of description or analysis. Within this group, we must differentiate the use of memoria grafica, mostly found in Spanish, to describe a collection of drafts, or of images that served only as a reference for a project, but are not central to it, to the use of the same expression in the sense explored in this paper. Examples of the former are the blog Memoria Gráfica de Honduras, a collection of old photos set up in 2009, and the declaration by Brazilian fashion designer Ronaldo Fraga, given during a recent interview, that he always keeps a ‘graphic memory’ of his collections. That does not exclude, however, that those collections of images may serve a starting point for the systematic descriptions and critical analysis that characterize studies in the fields of graphic memory and visual culture.

Collecting images, and organizing them, sometimes as sophisticated digital databases, is a necessary step for most research projects on memoria grafica. An early example of this is the graduation project Memoria Gráfica de la Historia del Pulque en México (Salazar Dreja 2004), where the author collected, produced and organized data (including old and new photographs, drawings and information obtained from bibliographic research and interviews) aiming to a comprehensive record of the visual culture associated with the Mexican beverage known as pulque, and the traditional places were it used to be sold and consumed (pulquerias).

The website J. Carlos em Revista, associated with the Memória Gráfica Brasileira initiative, is an example of a sophisticated and comprehensive database containing
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digitized versions of dozens of issues of the magazines Para Todos and O Malho, designed by illustrator J. Carlos in the 1920’s. Although the website contains only the database, two books were published by the coordinators of the project, analyzing aspects of the collection.

Other examples of studies on graphic memory related to visual culture, this time with a focus on national identity are a graduation project about the graphic symbols used for the city of Cuenca, in Ecuador (Pesántez Jara 2012), and, in a more politically engaged tone, two books on graphics (mostly posters) from the years of exile and resistance during the military regime in Chile and Brazil (Aguirre Argomedo & Chamorro Martínez 2008, Sacchetta 2012).

Recurrent topics of interest for memoria grafica studies are vernacular or popular graphics. Examples of this are ‘La Memoria Canalla de Bogotá’, a paper presented in a conference in Spain, about an exhibition of street art in Colombia (Canales Hidalgo 2011), and the investigations on popular lettering and printed ephemera in the Brazilian cities of Recife, Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo conducted in the context of the research project Memória Gráfica Brasileira (Farias, Finizola & Coutinho 2010; Farias & Coutinho forthcoming).

Studies on graphic memory and visual culture share an interest in understanding the way in which society selects or creates images and visual forms, and, at the same time, is in some sense reflected in such images and forms. However, while the field of visual culture is mostly concerned with the aspects of visual artifacts that are perceived through vision (Duncum 2001: 106, Mirzoeff 2012: 5-6,), researchers working with memoria grafica, in particular those with a background in graphic design, are very often interested in the technical aspects involved in the production of such artifacts. In this aspect, graphic memory shares concerns and methods with the field of studies known as ‘print culture.’

2. Graphic memory and print culture

The pioneers of the field of studies know as ‘print culture’ defined it in contrast to ‘scribal’ (Eisenstein 1980), ‘oral’ or ‘chirographic’ (Ong 1982) cultures. The advent of print culture is usually described as connected to the advent of printing books with movable type in fifteenth century Europe. Ong even uses the expression ‘typographic culture’ (Ong 1982: 42) as a synonym of ‘print culture.’

Although we can find a number of studies on the origins of printing with movable type in Latin America under the umbrella of ‘graphic memory’ studies, the focus is usually not in the printing of books. The reason for this is that in countries like Brazil, for many years after the (very late) introduction of printing with movable types, most of the books in circulation continued to be imported from Europe, while Brazilian presses would produce...
mostly leaflets, newspapers and commercial almanacs.

Some examples of this kind of studies are the investigations on Brazilian nineteenth century or early twentieth century type specimens and almanacs conducted by members of the research teams responsible for the projects Memoria Gráfica Brasileira (Farias, Aragão & Cunha Lima 2012, Farias & Aragão forthcoming) and Memória Gráfica de Pelotas (Leschko 2010). The former inspired the latter initiative, established by researchers with backgrounds in design, semiotics and history, from the Federal University of Pelotas, a small town in the south of Brazil. A similar case is the research group Nigráfica, established by design researchers in the Federal University of Espirito Santo, in the South-Eastern coast of Brazil.

Studies on memoria grafica related to the circulation, production and reception of printed matter are not restricted to printing with movable type, however, including investigations on local traditions of lithographic printing (an example of which is to be found in Cunha Lima & Lacerda 2013), and photocopied fanzines (Farias 2011). We can say, therefore, that this field of studies points to a wider understanding of what is the scope of ‘print culture’.

3. Graphic memory and material culture

The term grafico/a, in Portuguese and Spanish, is strongly connected to printing. Not unlike the term ‘graphic’ in English, though, it also relates to visual representations. In both senses, it is associated to material qualities of objects: printed matter is not just visual, and tridimensional objects always convey visual information.

Graphic memory studies, in this aspect, overlaps with topics and methodological approaches from material culture studies. Some examples of this are a research on the patterns of old ornamented grilles found on houses in Belo Horizonte (capital city of Minas Gerais state, in Brazil, Goulart 2011), and another on the patterns traditionally used by a community of artisans in Ecuador (Erráez Cruz 2011).

While studies on cultural or collective memory focus on the recovery of personal accounts, having interviews and oral history as privileged methods, studies on graphic memory will very often focus on artifacts produced beyond the life-span of living testimonies, requiring procedures to derive ‘history from things’, like the ones exemplified by Lubar and Kingery (1993). The key method for deriving history from ‘graphic things’ is graphic and visual language analysis, which can tell us about repertoires, trends, tastes, and its circulation. Combined with systematic observations about the means and techniques of production of graphic artifacts, and with an understanding of the meanings attributed to them by clients, producers, and consumers, such analysis can afford rich historical interpretations.

Conclusion

Under the label memoria grafica, a significant number of studies have been conducted in the last 10 years. Such studies resulted in collections of visual data, including open-access digital databases, which allowed for descriptions and critical analysis, contributing to a better understanding of design traditions in Latin America. Such studies tend to highlight the peculiarities of the visual aspects of graphic artifacts, allowing for a sense of local tastes and identities.
Most of the artifacts chosen as a theme for those studies are popular, commercial or vernacular items, produced by anonymous people, in many cases derivative, usually seen as commonplace and of low status. Artifacts like these have always been denied a place in European-centric, modernist design histories inaugurated by the import of Ulm and Bauhaus models for design education in the 1960’s. By taking a distance from traditional art history methods, that tend to focus on outstanding authors and their exceptional and innovative works, studies on memoria grafica allows for an unbiased approach to print and visual culture of the local past, showing that its products can be exciting and empowering research topics.

The brief survey provided here demonstrates that research on ‘graphic memory’, as it has been conducted in Portuguese and Spanish speaking Latin America since the early twentieth century, has significant relations with better established research fields like visual culture, print culture and material culture. Further investigations may highlight connections with other related fields, like photographic memory. Understanding those relations is a first step towards identifying useful research tools from those fields, and also of recognizing the peculiarities of the memoria grafica approach.

Hopefully, this will inspire further research on ‘graphic memory’, not only in Latin America, but also in all countries so far excluded from the dominant narratives of design history.
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